Great Courses

Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with the course guidebooks.

Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with the course guidebook.

Two sets with the course guidebooks.

With course guidebook.

One set. Course guidebook included.

Two sets. Parts 1-3, all parts in the same case, with the course guidebook.

Two sets. Parts 1-4, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.

Parts 1-2, all parts in the same case, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebook included.

Archaeology: An Introduction to the World's Greatest Sites. Dr. Eric H. Cline. The Teaching Company.

2016.

One set, course guidebook included.


The Teaching Company.

Course guidebooks included.

The Art of Negotiating the Best Deal. Professor Seth Freeman. 2014. The Teaching Company.

Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Two sets with the course guidebooks.


Course guidebook included.


Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

Two sets. Parts 1-6, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

Black Holes Explained. Professor Alex Filippenko. 2009. The Teaching Company.

Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebook included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebook included.

Cities of the Ancient World. Professor Steven L. Tuck. 2014. The Teaching Company.

One set. Course guidebook included.

Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Volumes 1-2, all volumes in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.

Confucius, Buddha, Jesus, and Muhammad. Professor Mark W. Muesse. 2010. The Teaching Company.

Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.

The Dead Sea Scrolls. Professor Gary A. Rendsburg. 2010. The Teaching Company.

Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebook included.

Course guidebooks included.

The Early Middle Ages. Professor Philip Daileader. 2004. The Teaching Company.

Two sets. Parts 1-2, one set with all parts in the same case & one set with all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-3, all parts in the same case, with course guidebooks.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.


Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.


Course guidebooks included.

The Ethics of Aristotle. Professor Joseph Koterski. The Teaching Company.


Parts 1-3, all parts in different cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.

Course Guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebook included.


Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Volumes 1-2, all volumes in separate cases. Two sets. Course guidebook included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.
   Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases.

   Course guidebooks included.

   Parts 1-4, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

   Course guidebooks included.

   Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.

   One set. 4 disc collection. Course guidebook included.

The Great Tours: Greece and Turkey, From Athens to Istanbul. Professor John R. Hale. 2011. The Teaching Company.
   Course guidebooks included.

   Course guidebooks included.

   Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.

   Course guidebook included.

Heroes and Legends: The Most Influential Characters of Literature. Professor Thomas A. Shippey. 2014.
Course guidebooks included.

Two sets. Parts 1-4, in one set, all parts in separate cases, in one set, all parts in same case, with course guidebooks.

Two sets. 8 Disc collection, course guidebook included.

Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases.

Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

History’s Greatest Voyages of Exploration. Professor Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius. The Teaching Company.
2015.
One set, course guidebook included.

Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

A History of Russia: From Peter the Great to Gorbachev. Professor Mark Steinberg. 2003. The Teaching Company.
Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases.
The Human Body: How We Fail, How We Heal. Professor Anthony A. Goodman. 2007. The Teaching Company.

Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Parts 1-7, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-4, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebook included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.

   Course guidebook included.


   Course guidebooks included.


   Two sets. Parts 1-4, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


   Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases.


   One set. Parts 1 and 2, course guidebook included.


   Two sets. Parts 1-2, one set has all parts in same case, one set has all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


   Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


   Course guidebooks included.


   Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


   Two sets. Volumes 1-3, one set with all volumes in same case, one set with all volumes in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


   Two sets. Course guidebooks included.
   Course guidebook included.

   Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

Lost Christianities: Christian Sculptures and the Battles over Authentication. Professor Bart D. Ehrman.
   2002. The Teaching Company.
   Course guidebooks included.

   Course guidebook included.

Masters of Photography. The Teaching Company. 2014.
   One set. Course guidebook included.

   Course guidebooks included.

   One set, course guidebook included.

Masterworks of Early 20th Century Literature. Professor David Thornburn. 2007. The Teaching Company.
   Course guidebooks included.

Mathematical Problem Solving. Professor Paul Zeitz. 2010. The Teaching Company.
   Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

   Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in same case.

   Course guidebooks included.

Course guidebooks included.

Medical School For Everyone: Grand Rounds Cases. Roy Benaroch, MD. 2014. The Teaching Company.
Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

Two sets. Parts 1-2, one set with all parts in same case, one set with all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

Course guidebook included.

Course guidebooks included.

Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

Course guidebooks included.

One set. Course guidebook included.

Course guidebooks included.

One set. Course guidebook included.


Two sets. Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

The Odyssey of Homer. Professor Elizabeth Vandiver. 1999. The Teaching Company.

Course guidebook included.


Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.

Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.


Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.


One set. Course guidebook included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebook included.

Course guidebook included.


Course guidebook included.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.

The Search for a Meaningful Past: Philosophies, Theories, and Interpretations of Human History.

Professor Darren Staloff. The Teaching Company.

Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.


Course guidebooks included.

The Shape of Nature. Professor Satyan L. Decadoss. 2010. The Teaching Company.

Parts 1-3, all parts in the same case.

Shostakovich—His Life and Music. Professor Robert Greenberg. The Teaching Company.

Skeptics and Believers: Religious Debate in the Western Intellectual Traditon. Professor Tyler Roberts.

2009. The Teaching Company.
Two sets. Course guidebooks included.
Course guidebooks included.
Course guidebook included.
Course guidebooks included.
2010. The Teaching Company.
Course guidebooks included.
Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.
One set. Course guidebook included.
Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.
The Teaching Company.
Course guidebooks included.
Two sets. Course guidebooks included.
Understanding the Brain. Professor Jeanette Norton. 2007. The Teaching Company.
Course guidebooks included.
Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases.


Course guidebooks included.

Understanding the Universe: An Introduction to Astronomy, 2nd edition. Professor Alex Filippenko. 2007. The Teaching Company.

Parts 1-8, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


One set. Course guidebook included.

Unexpected Economics. Professor Timothy Taylor. 2011. The Teaching Company.

Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Parts 1-2, one set with all parts in same case, one set with all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases.
Why Economics Rise or Fall. Professor Peter Rodriguez. 2010. The Teaching Company.

Two sets. Parts 1-2, one set with all parts in same case, one set with all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Course guidebooks included.


Two sets. Parts 1-3, one set with all parts in separate cases, one set with all parts in same case, with course guidebooks.


Volumes 1-3, all volumes in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


One set. Course guidebook included.


Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

The World Was Never the Same: Events That Changed History. Professor J. Rufus Fears. 2010. The Teaching Company.

Two Sets.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.

Volumes 1-2, all volumes in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

World War I: The “Great War”. Professor Vejas Gabriel Liulevicius. 2006. The Teaching Company.

Two sets. Parts 1-3, one set with all parts in same case, one set with all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Two sets. Course guidebooks included.


Parts 1-2, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.


Parts 1-3, all parts in separate cases, with course guidebooks.

36 Revolutionary Figures of History. Great Courses Professors. 2014. The Teaching Company.

Volumes 1-3, all volumes in separate cases.
Books

Books by Genre (alphabetically)

History (Military and Country)


Freidman, George. (2011) The Next Decade: Where We’ve Been... And Where We’re Going. NY: Doubleday.


Norton.


Science


**English**


**Music and Art**


Regular DVD’s

10 Questions for the Dalai Lama

14 War Stories

A Beautiful Equation

A Century of 62 Actors as Sherlock Holmes: 1910-2010

Abe Lincoln in Illinois

Africa (4 disc Collection)

The Alamo (2 disc collection)

Alien From Earth

All the King’s Men

All the King’s Men: A True Story of England’s Vanished Regimen is Revealed

All Quiet on the Western Front

Always the Enemy, The Only Good Indian is a Dead Indian VHS

America Aflame

Anastasia

Apocalypse: WWII

B’Way: Broadway- The American Musical (2 copies)

B’Way: Broadway- The American Musical (3 disc set)

Behind the Lines

Berge in Flammen

The Berlin Airlift
Beyond a Reasonable Doubt

The Big Parade

The Big Street

Biography

Biography of the Millennium

Biography: Henry Ford- Tin Lizzy Tycoon

The Blue Max

Bob Harper: The Inside Out Method

Bob Roberts

Bonnie & Clyde: The Real Story

The Botany of Desire

Breaker Mortant

Breaking the Bank

The Caine Mutiny

The Century of Warfare (2 copies)

The Chisholm Trail Story

Citizen Kane

The Civil War

Civil War Week: Gettysburg Memorial Day- May 30th

Civil War: The Untold Story

Cold War VHS Collection (8 tapes)

Compulsion

Comrades: The Abraham Lincoln Brigade

C.S Lewis Through the Shadowlands

Cuban Missile Crisis
Darling Lili
The Day After Trinity
Day One
Deadliest Earthquakes
Death of a Salesman
Detour
Doomsday Volcanoes
Edgar Allen Poe
Eleanor Roosevelt (2 copies)
The Emergence of Modern America: The Gilded Age
Enemy at the Door (series 1, 4 DVD’s)
Enemy at the Door (series 2, 4 DVD’s)
The Essential Charlie Chaplin Collection
Ethics in America (3 DVD’s)
Evelyn
Evolution
Eyes on the Prize (3 discs)
FDR
The Fighting 69th
Film Noir
The First World War: The Complete Series (4 DVDs, 2 sets)
Fly Girls
The Fog of War
Forts of the Santa Fe Trail VHS
Founding Brothers
The Four-Winged Dinosaur
From the Earth to the Moon
Fury
Garrow’s Law (Series 1-3, 4 DVD’s)
Ghost in Your Genes
Gilda
The Godfather Part II
The Good Earth
The Good Fight
Grand Illusion
Greatest Classic Films Collection: The Band Wagon, Meet Me in St. Louis, Singin’ In the Rain, Easter Parade
The Great San Francisco Earthquake
Hallowed Grounds
The History Channel: Decisive Battles – Spartacus
The History of American Art and Architecture (Volumes 1-8)
The History of Orthodox Christianity
Hollywood Musicals of the 50’s
Hollywood Singing and Dancing: The 1940’s
Hollywood Singing and Dancing: The 1950’s
Hollywood Singing and Dancing: The 1960’s
Hollywood Singing and Dancing: The 1970’s
The Hollywood Sound
Holy Russia: Celebrates the Festival of Christmas
Houdini
Lincoln and Douglas at Galesburg: The Great Debate
Little Miss Marker
London Life in the 1930’s, 50’s, and 60’s
The Long Walk Home
MacBeth (2 separate versions)
Magnificent Voyage of Christopher Columbus
Maria: Full of Grace
The Massachusetts 54th Colored Infantry
The Memories of Sherlock Holmes (DVD Collection)
MM Millennium: The Eleventh – Nineteenth Century VHS Collection (5 tapes)
Mother Jones: America’s Most Dangerous Woman
Napoleon Bonaparte: The Glory of France
Not For Ourselves Alone VHS (2 tapes)
Nuremberg: The Nazis Facing their Crimes
Nuremberg: Tyranny on Trial
Oceans
Of Mice and Men
One Woman, One Vote
Opera Stories
Orson Wells: The Legend Collection
Our Town
Patton
Pride & Prejudice
Rael Pilates: System 7
The Real Eve
Riding the Rails
Rodney Yee’s Yoga for Beginners
The Roosevelts: An Intimate History (7 DVD’s, episodes 1-7)
A Rose for Emily
Russia’s War: Blood Upon the Snow
Scottsboro: An American Tragedy
The Search
The Search for Adam
The Secret Life of the Brain VHS Collection (5 tapes)
A Slight Case of Murder
Smothered
The Spanish Civil War
Spirit of the Mountains: The Official Rocky Mountain National Park Film
A Streetcar Named Desire
Stosstrupp 1917
The Swimmer
The Union War
The War
The Warning
The World at War (Volumes 3, 5, 6, and 8)
The World is Flat
The Wrong Man
They Came to America
Thomas Jefferson (2 copies)
Tom Brown’s School Days
Touch of Evil Collection Set

The Valley of the Tennessee

The War that Made America: The story of the French and Indian War

War & Peace (Complete mini-series, 5 DVD’s)

War National Archives History: Seeds of Destiny 1946

We Shall Remain (3 disc collection)

West of the Santa Fe VHS

West Side Story

When the Forest Ran Red

Wings

With Each Turn of the Wheel VHS

A Woman Called Golda

A Woman Named Golda VHS

World in the Balance

World War I: The Complete Story

World War I: In Color

World War I: The People’s Story

World War II Remembered

Wyatt Earp